Report from B&NES Cllr. Sally Davis to Corston Parish Council at the Annual Parish Meeting – 2015

I have continued to try and ensure issues relating to Corston Parish Council have been addressed these include:-

Highway issues.

Concerns about the speed of traffic on all Corston roads remain & questions are frequently asked to relevant officers.
The Police are undertaking speed checks but at times find it difficult to pull their van in at the lay-by below the Hall however now a motorcyclist with a gun is an option they are able to check at more locations & I anticipate if the Police monitor the A39 regularly word will spread & the traffic will slow down as a matter of course. 

I'm pleased to report that the crossing over the A39 to the Church entrance has been included in the 2015-16 budget, as yet no dates set for the next stage but this will form part of a consultation following the elections.
The Toucan crossing on the A4 by the Globe which was on hold while the Kelston Road was closed is now complete.

The state of the highways in particular Ashton Hill continue to be of concern to residents, the problems are reported & followed through by your Parish Council which I thank them for.

Planning.
I have continued to try & express resident’s views when asked and I have been involved with residents individual planning applications. 
The Core Strategy is now adopted & linked to this Corston Parish Council have worked hard on their place making plan which forms part of the detailed background information the Local Authority needed as part of the Core Strategy.

B&NES Council.

My own interest on the LA remains within the Early Years, Children & Young People’s portfolio where I have continued to Chair the relevant Policy Development & Scrutiny Panel. 

I have also substituted several times this year on the Development Control Committee so feel my planning knowledge is improving! 

I have tried continued to keep everyone informed of what has happened in B&NES through my newsletter and respond to points raised as a result of them, I have to say I am delighted some residents within the Ward have used these letters as a forum for contacting me on various points but please feel free to contact me anytime if you think I can help you or should do something about an issue in the Parish which is causing concern to residents.

I would particularly like to thank all retiring Parish Councillors for their support & I wish the new Parish Council well.




Sally Davis May 2015

